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QUESTION 1

You have an application running in Microsoft Azure and want to use Oracle Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW)
instance for running business analytics. How can you build a secure solution for such a use-case? 

A. Connect the Oracle ADW in your VCN to the Microsoft Azure VNet over the internet. 

B. Create a software VPN connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) and
Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) and connect the application with Oracle ADW instance. 

C. Setup an interconnect between OCI and Microsoft Azure using FastConnect and ExpressRoute. Use a Service
Gateway in OCI Virtual Cloud Network to provide connectivity to the Oracle ADW instance for the application in
Microsoft Azure VNet. 

D. Create a software Remote Peering Connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN) and Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) and connect the application with Oracle ADW instance. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three scenarios are suitable for the Oracle Infrastructure (OCI) Autonomous transaction Processing Server less
(ATP-S) deployment? 

A. well established, online auction marketplace is running an application where there is database usage 24? but also
has peaks of activity that the hard to predict when the peaks happen, the total activities may reach 3 times the normal
activity level (Correct) 

B. A small startup is deploying a new application fen eCommerce and it requires database to store customers\\'
transactions the team b of what the load will look like since it is a new application. (Correct) 

C. A midsize company is considering migrating its legacy on premises MongoDB database to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). The database has significantly higher workloads on weekends than weekdays 

D. A developer working on an Internal project needs to use a database during work hours but doesn\\'t need It during
nights or weekends. the project budget requires her to keep costs low. (Correct) 

E. A manufacturing company is running Oracle E-Business Suite application on premises. They are looking to move this
application to OCI and they want to use a managed database offering for their database tier. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

MongoDB is a cross-platform document-oriented database program. Classified as a NoSQL database program,
MongoDB uses JSON-like documents with schema, so the best to be migrated to Oracle NoSQL Database.
https://blogs.oracle.com/nosql/migrate-mongodb-data-to-oracle-nosql-database Autonomous transaction Processing
Serverless (ATP-S) isn\\'t supported yet for EBS database 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working as a solutions architect for an online retail store In Frankfurt which uses multiple compute instance VMs
spread among three availability domains In the eu-frankfurt-1 region. You noticed the website Is having very high traffic,
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so you enabled autoscaling to sun tee me no f your application but, you observed that one of the availability domains is
not receiving any traffic. What could be wrong In this situation? 

A. Autoscaling only works with single availability domains. 

B. You have to manually acid all three availability domains to your load balancer configuration. 

C. Autoscaling can be enabled for multiple availability domains only in uk-london t region. 

D. Autoscaling is using an Instance Pool configured to create instances in two availability Domains. 

E. You forgot to attach a load balancer to your instance pool configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 

Autoscaling lets you automatically adjust the number of Compute instances in an instance pool based on performance
metrics such as CPU utilization. This helps you provide consistent performance for your end users during periods of
high demand, and helps you reduce your costs during periods of low demand. you can associate a load balancer with
an instance pool. If you do this, when you add an instance to the instance pool, the instance is automatically added to
the load balancer\\'s backend set . After the instance reaches a healthy state (the instance is listening on the configured
port number), incoming traffic is automatically routed to the new instance. Instance pools let you provision and create
multiple Compute instances based off the same configuration, within the same region. By default, the instances in a pool
are distributed across all fault Domains in a best-effort manner based on capacity. If capacity isn\\'t available in one fault
domain, the instances are placed in other fault domains to allow the instance pool to launch successfully. In a high
availability scenario, you can require that the instances in a pool are evenly distributed across each of the fault domains
that you specify. When sufficient capacity isn\\'t available in one of the fault domains, the instance pool will not launch or
scale successfully, and a work request for the instance pool will return an "out of capacity" error. To fix the capacity
error, either wait for capacity to become available, or use the UpdateInstancePool operation to update the placement
configuration (the availability domain and fault domain) for the instance pool. during create the instance pool you can
select the location where you want to place the instances" In the Availability Domain list, select the availability domain to
launch the instances in. If you want the instances in the pool to be placed evenly in one or more fault domains, select
the Distribute instances evenly across selected fault domains check box. Then, select the fault domains to place the
instances in. 

 

QUESTION 4

An online registration system Is currently hosted on one large Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCT) Bare metal compute
Instance with attached block volume to store of the users\\' dat 

A. The registration system accepts the Information from the user, Including documents and photos then performs
automated verification and processing to check it the user is eligible for registration. The registration system becomes
unavailable at tunes when there is a surge of users using the system the existing architecture needs improvement as it
takes a long time for the system to complete the processing and the attached block volumes are not large enough to
use data being uploaded by the users. Which Is the most effective option to achieve a highly scalable solution? 

B. Attach more Block volumes as the data volume increase, use Oracle Notification Service (ONS) to distribute tasks to
a pool of compute instances working In parallel, and Auto Scaling to dynamically size the pool of Instances depending
on the number of notifications received from the Notification Service. Use Resource Manager stacks to replicate your
architecture to another region. 

C. Change your architecture to use an OCI Object Storage standard tier bucket, replace the single bare metal instance
with a Oracle Streaming Service (OSS) to ingest the Incoming requests and distribute the tasks to a group of compute
Instances with Auto Scaling 

D. Upgrade your architecture to use a pool of Bare metal servers and configure them to use their local SSDs for faster
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data access Set up Oracle Streaming Service (OSS) to distribute the tasks to the pool of Bare metal Instances with Auto
Scaling to dynamically increase or decrease the pool of compute instances depending on the length of the Streaming
queue. 

E. Upgrade your architecture to use more Block volumes as the data volume Increases. Replace the single bare metal
instance with a group of compute instances with Auto Scaling to dynamically increase or decrease the compute instance
pools depending on the traffic. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You work for a German company as the Lead Oracle Cloud Infrastructure architect. You have designed a highly
scalable architecture for your company\\'s business critical application which uses the Load Balancer service auto which
uses the Load Balancer service, autoscaling configuration for the application servers and a 2 Node VM Oracle RAC
database. During the peak utilization period of the- application yon notice that the application is running slow and
customers are complaining. This is resulting in support tickets being created for API timeouts and negative sentiment
from the customer base. What are two possible reasons for this application slowness? 

A. Autoscaling configuration for the application servers didn\\'t happen due to IAM policy that\\'s blocking access to the
application server compartment 

B. The Load Balancer configuration is not sending traffic to the listener of the application servers. 

C. Autoscaling configuration for the application servers didn\\'t happen due to compartment quota breach of the VM
shapes used by the application servers. 

D. Autoscaling configuration for the application servers didn\\'t happen due to service limit breach of the VM shapes
used by the application servers 

E. The Load Balancer doesn\\'t have a Network Security Group to allow traffic to the application servers. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Autoscaling Autoscaling enables you to automatically adjust the number of Compute instances in an instance pool
based on performance metrics such as CPU utilization. This helps you provide consistent performance for your end
users during periods of high demand, and helps you reduce your costs during periods of low demand. Prerequisites 

-You have an instance pool. Optionally, you can attach a load balancer to the instance pool. For steps to create an
instance pool and attach a load balancer, see Creating an Instance Pool. 

-Monitoring is enabled on the instances in the instance pool. For steps to enable monitoring, see Enabling Monitoring for
Compute Instances. 

-The instance pool supports the maximum number of instances that you want to scale to. This limit is determined by
your tenancy\\'s service limits. About Service Limits and Usage When you sign up for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, a set
of service limits are configured for your tenancy. The service limit is the quota or allowance set on a resource. For
example, your tenancy is allowed a maximum number of compute instances per availability domain. These limits are
generally established with your Oracle sales representative when you purchase Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.
Compartment Quotas Compartment quotas are similar to service limits; the biggest difference is that service limits are
set by Oracle, and compartment quotas are set by administrators, using policies that allow them to allocate resources
with a high level of flexibility. 
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